THE 100TH MERIDIAN INITIATIVE INSTRUCTIONS FOR:
TRAILERED BOAT SURVEY INTERVIEW FORM

Information
Exchange:

Results of Boat
Inspection:

Results:

Comments:

Viewed: Boater casually looked over, but did not accept literature.
Read: Boater read over, but did not accept literature.
Brochures Accepted: Boater took literature away with them.
Rejected: boater refused an inspection for some reason. Might have been nonreceptive ([NR], see Comments) or simply in a hurry.
Undertaken By:
Party – the boater conducted the inspection with no help, or participation from, the
interviewer.
Interview – the interviewer conducted the inspection with no help from, or in the
absence of, the boater.
Both – the boater was present and involved in some aspect of the inspection.
Nothing found – check this box if an inspection was conducted and no organisms
were discovered.
Otherwise, check the appropriate box for the organism(s) and location(s) where a
plant or animal was found.
Other - organisms other than zebra mussels or vegetation. (Examples: snails,
clams, baitfish, etc.)
Action Taken - indicate whether the organisms were removed, removed and
collected, left alone, etc.
In order to recall meaningful data from this section, we are using letter codes to
designate common responses.
Examples:
[I] =
Informed. Aware of zebra mussels and other exotics
[U] =
Uninformed. Generally ignorant of alien species
[R] =
Receptive. Receptive/helpful
[NR] = Not receptive. Uncooperative/negative attitude
[T] =
Tournament Fisherman
[D] =
Dirty. Trailer/vessel exceptionally dirty.
These are just some examples, feel free to create codes that cover other responses,
just make sure to describe your code so that it can be standardized. As long as a
code is included, written comments can be input as well.
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THE 100TH MERIDIAN INITIATIVE INSTRUCTIONS FOR:
TRAILERED BOAT SURVEY INTERVIEW FORM

Specific Instructions:
Fill in all blank spaces on the form as follows:
Interviewer:
Date:
Time:
Water Body:
Launch Site:
State:
Survey Type:
Home State:
Zip Code:
Purpose of
Transport:
How many times
have you launched
in the past year?
Do you always
launch in the same
water body?
Type of Boat:

Where have you
launched recently?

Where are you
going to launch
next?
Do you clean your
boat…?
Is your boat kept
on water or on land
when not in use?

Name of person conducting the interview, include last name & first name
Date the interview was conducted
Time the interview was conducted, including AM or PM
Give the full name of the water body where the interview was conducted.
Example: “Lake Oahe” NOT: “Oahe”.
Where at the water body?
Example: “John Doe Visitor Center, I-20”
DO NOT ABBREVIATE: “John Doe Visitor Center” not “JDVC”
Indicate the state or province where the interview was conducted
Did you just observe the boater from a distance or did you actually contact the
boater? Check the appropriate box as necessary.
Home state of the person being interviewed
Zip code of the person being interviewed
Commercial
Someone trailering/launching for business purposes
(commercial boat transporters, commercial fishermen)
Personal
Recreational boaters (most common)
Other
An unusual situation not covered by personal or commercial
(explain other)
Past year = last 365 days (not just back to January 1st ).
Try to give a specific number.
Example: “35”, not “30 - 40”. Estimates are expected and ok.
Boaters who always launch in the same water are unlikely to distribute alien species
to other lakes. Do NOT check this box if the boater only usually launches in the
same water body.
Check the box that best describes the trailered vessel. Explain other if checked.
(Other may be sailboat, submarine, jet boat, hover craft, etc.)
Include the full location and state of previous launchings. Example: “Lake Fork,
TX ” NOT: “Fork” or “Texas” or “around Tyler area”.
Write down an exact date even if you are guessing.
Example: Sometime in July = (7-15-00)
Space is provided for three launchings. Write in the margins or on the back if you
want to include more.
See instructions for “Where have you launched recently.”
Space is provided for two launchings. Write in the margins or on the back if you
want to include more.
Check yes or no. Add any comments to the comments section below, as necessary.
Boats kept in water are more likely to harbor zebra mussels and other organisms.
Informing owners of these vessels is very important.
Indicate where the boat is held when no in use.
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THE 100TH MERIDIAN INITIATIVE INSTRUCTIONS FOR:
TRAILERED BOAT SURVEY INTERVIEW FORM

General Instructions:
The large number of participants collecting data for the 100th Meridian Initiative means that it is
very important for all respondents to report data that is complete, legible and standardized. All
the information on the “Trailered Boat Survey Interview Form” will be used to answer questions
concerning travelling boaters as potential carriers of harmful exotic organisms, so interviews
should be directed towards out-of-state boaters visiting your state, or resident boaters
returning from out of state.
If you have any questions concerning this or other forms please contact:
Dr. Robert McMahon, Ph.D.
University of Texas at Arlington
ph: 817-272-2412
fax: 817-272-2855
email: rmcmahon@uta.edu

David K. Britton, M.S.
University of Texas at Arlington
ph: 817-272-5577
fax: 817-272-2855
email:britton@uta.edu

Specific instructions for filling out the Trailered Boat Interview form follow on the
next two pages…
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